Two-tone suppression by a saturating feedback model of the cochlear partition.
A model of a small strip of cochlear partition was computer simulated. The model is composed of two elements, approximations to the transfer functions of an inner hair cell (IHC) and an outer hair cell (OHC), respectively. The IHC element was insensitive to DC stimulation. Input was one or two sinusoids. One sinusoid, at the characteristic frequency (CF), was multiplied by the gain of the 'cochlear amplifier'. A second sinusoid, representing a tone with much lower frequency, was not affected by the amplifier gain. This gain was determined by the OHC transfer function. In one form of the model ('fixed-gain'), this gain was set at a fixed number determined from the furthest point reached on the OHC transfer function. This form of the model produced very realistic single-tone responses as well as showing 'two-tone suppression': that is, the IHC DC response produced by CF stimulation was reduced when the lower-frequency sinusoid, at suitable intensities, was added to the stimulus. When a DC component was added to the two-tone stimulus, the magnitude of this two-tone suppression was enhanced. In the second form of the model ('variable-gain'), the cochlear-amplifier gain varied throughout the stimulus cycle. Its value was re-calculated at each instant, determined by the point on the OHC transfer function current at that particular instant. This form of the model showed two-tone suppression only when a DC component was added to the two-tone stimulus.